ACRONYM 11 - Round 10
1. June Squibb voiced this woman in the 2015 TV mockumentary 7 Days in Hell. Peter
Morgan developed numerous works about this person, including the 2013 play The
Audience. In a 2017 TV series, this person grows suspicious after finding a photo of Galina
Ulanova, a Russian ballerina. This woman appears in the 2012 short film Happy and
Glorious, in which she appears to (*) jump from a helicopter. A TV series centered on this
woman co-stars John Lithgow as Winston Churchill. Claire Foy appears in that series as, for 10
points, what subject of The Crown?
ANSWER: Queen Elizabeth II (or Elizabeth II of the United Kingdom; prompt on "Elizabeth")
<Nelson>
2. In a handheld 3-on-3 basketball game, one of these items is ironically named "Angel"
and causes a large explosion. In Super Mario World, this specific item allows Yoshi to fly.
An XKCD comic named for these items implies that they cause the majority of the author's
(*) swearing. A recent game introduced the Super Horn, which can destroy these items. This
item has wings in a certain Wii game, as well as in a game subtitled Double Dash!!. A race's
leader is ruthlessly targeted by, for 10 points, what cruel item in the Mario Kart series?
ANSWER: blue shells (or spiny shells or spiked shells or similar; prompt on "shells" or "Koopa
shells" or similar) <Nelson>
3. In a 2009 film, this actor played a greeting card writer who attends a party where his
"Expectations" and "Reality" appear in split-screen. In 2012 this founder of the
production company HitRecord played Joe, a time-traveling criminal forced to kill his (*)
older self. This actor directed and starred in a film about an Italian-American playboy titled Don
Jon. Arthur, the right-hand man of Dom Cobb in Inception was played by this man. A 2016
biopic of Edward Snowden starred, for 10 points, what actor who romanced Zooey Deschanel in
500 Days of Summer?
ANSWER: Joseph (Leonard) Gordon-Levitt (prompt on partial last names) <Vopava>
4. To honor Charlie Gehringer, the Detroit Tigers retired this jersey number, which the
Dodgers retired for former manager Tommy Lasorda. The Miami Marlins have made the
MLB playoffs this many times, and won the World Series in each instance. Until 2017, this
was the only single-digit number not retired by the (*) Yankees. The infield fly rule applies
when there are not this many outs. Ernie Banks made a well-known quote about this many
baseball games. In baseball scoring, the catcher is denoted by, for 10 points, what number of the
base behind the pitcher’s mound?
ANSWER: 2 <Nelson>
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5. One of this song's writers claims that having to read Stephen Vincent Benét's poem "The
Mountain Whippoorwill" in high school partly inspired it. One fast-paced instrumental
portion of this song comes after a set of references to folk songs like "Fire on the
Mountain." (*) The title figure of this song jumps up "on a hickory stump" to talk to a boy
named Johnny, with whom he is "lookin' for a soul to steal." For 10 points, name this song by the
Charlie Daniels Band about a musical duel between an amateur fiddler and Satan.
ANSWER: The Devil Went Down to Georgia <Vopava>
6. At the end of their first film appearance, these two characters wave goodbye to a robot
who has achieved his dream of skiing. Peter Sallis, the voice of one of these characters, died
in 2017. In another film, these characters fight an evil "cyber dog" named Preston and
rescue a certain (*) ovine. A Matter of Loaf and Death was the last film to star these characters,
who are acquaintances of Shaun the Sheep and spend one film dealing with the "Curse of the
Were-Rabbit." Claymation is used to create, for 10 points, what animated inventor and his dog?
ANSWER: Wallace and Gromit (accept answers in either order; prompt on partial answers)
<Vopava>
7. While shopping to replace an apple, this show's protagonist witnesses a woman being
shot by a neo-Nazi. That protagonist of this show reads part of To Kill a Mockingbird to
Evan Gallico, a boy who strongly resembles his deceased brother. Joo Won starred in the
Korean series upon which this show is based. At the start of this series, its protagonist aids
in (*) saving a boy's life, proving his worth to a San Jose hospital. Freddie Highmore plays the
title autistic savant Shaun Murphy in, for 10 points, what CBS medical drama?
ANSWER: The Good Doctor <Nelson>
8. In summer 2017, photos of this NBA player staying hydrated became an inexplicable
meme. In 2017, this player became the second non-guard to win the NBA All-Star
Weekend's Skills Challenge. Though he isn't from Spain, this player has been a teammate
of Willy Hernangomez on both his current team and with the Spanish club (*) CB Sevilla.
Due to his unique size and skillset, Kevin Durant dubbed this player the "unicorn." For 10 points,
name this 7'3" Latvian center with the New York Knicks sometimes known by his initials, "KP."
ANSWER: Kristaps Porziņģis [KRIS-tahps por-ZIN-giss] <Nelson>
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9. The traditional Swiss dish Älplermagronen bears a strong similarity to this food. On an
episode of Friends, Joey briefly stars alongside a robot in a cop show named for this food
item. In 2015, a University of Connecticut student was arrested for furiously berating a (*)
cafeteria worker over a lack of this food, whose ubiquity in America is often credited to Thomas
Jefferson. This food is exceedingly popular in Canada, where it is often known as "KD."
Stouffer's and Boston Market sell frozen varieties of, for 10 points, what dish boxed by Kraft?
ANSWER: macaroni and cheese (or mac and cheese or other reasonable equivalents; accept
Kraft dinner; prompt on partial or vague answers) <Nelson>
10. In a Chappelle's Show sketch, this musician once helped prove that guitar playing will
make white people dance. This artist's first hit discusses a woman who "condescendingly"
tells him, "Welcome to the real world" before he admits, "I want to run through the halls
of (*) my high school." This artist behind "No Such Thing" vows that "one day this generation /
Is going to rule the population" in a hit from his 2005 album Continuum. "Waiting on the World
to Change" is by, for 10 points, what guitarist and singer of "Your Body Is a Wonderland?"
ANSWER: John (Clayton) Mayer <Vopava>
11. An umbrella is ingeniously used during one of these events in the French film Rififi.
Benicio del Toro plays Frankie Four-Fingers, a participant in one of these events that
appears in a 2000 film in which Irish boxer Mickey O'Neill's incomprehensible dialogue
had to be subtitled. (*) Snatch charts the aftermath of this type of crime, as does A Fish Called
Wanda and a 1992 Quentin Tarantino film in which this crime gets everybody killed except for
Mr. Pink. For 10 points, name this type of coordinated crime central to Reservoir Dogs.
ANSWER: heist (accept robbery; prompt on "theft"; accept answers mentioning diamonds or
gems or jewels as the target of the heist or robbery, but do not accept answers identifying other
types of heists) <Vopava>
12. This character was crucially unable to perform CPR during an event that led to the
ascendance of Kendra Young. In one TV series, this character ran a detective agency with
help from Charles Gunn and Fred Birkle. This character, whose blood awakens (*) Acathla
[uh-KATH-luh], was cursed with a soul by a Romani clan in 1898. Upon losing that soul, this
man was reunited with Drusilla and Spike. David Boreanaz [bore-ee-AN-iz] played, for 10
points, what good-hearted and divinely-named vampire, an early love interest of Buffy on Buffy
the Vampire Slayer?
ANSWER: Angel (accept Angelus) <Vopava>
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13. While at Rolling Loud Festival, Rich Brian surprised this artist with a mariachi band.
This artist raps "like I'm cash out, eat at Pappadeaux's" in a song whose refrain mentions
"counting bands, hallelujah". This Dallas-based rapper of "Too Young" and (*) "Candy
Paint" compared himself to a former 76ers great in his debut single "White Iverson." This man
claimed he was "poppin' pillies" and feels like the title figure in a #1 hit featuring 21 Savage. For
10 points, name this rapper behind the songs "Congratulations" and "Rockstar".
ANSWER: Post Malone (or Austin Richard Post) <Golden>
14. This author’s own favorite story charts the slow demise of the Gardner family at the
hands of a being that hides in their well. "The Hound" is the first work by this author to
mention a rare book written by Abdul Alhazred, who is invariably called "the mad (*)
Arab." This author of "The Colour Out of Space" described an Antarctic encounter with a
shoggoth [SHOG-oth] in At the Mountains of Madness. The Necronomicon
[NECK-roh-NOM-uh-con] and Miskatonic University recur in the tales of, for 10 points, what
American horror author who created a "mythos" surrounding Cthulhu [k'thool-hoo]?
ANSWER: H. P. Lovecraft (or Howard Philips Lovecraft) <Vopava>
15. An apprentice to this type of athlete is known as a "bug boy." Russell Baze holds the
North American record for wins by this type of athlete, a record that was once held by Bill
Shoemaker. Several middle eastern countries have replaced athletes of this type with (*)
robots. Outfits worn by these athletes are known as "silks." One of these athletes named Victor
Espinoza won a series of events in 2015 that had not been won by the same person since 1977.
126 pounds is the maximum weight of, for 10 points, what athletes competing in the Kentucky
Derby?
ANSWER: (horse racing) jockeys <Nelson>
16. In a show that takes place in this decade, Cameron turns down an opportunity to sell
her company Mutiny to Westgroup. A period drama set in this decade depicts a couple
played by Matthew Rhys and Keri Russell who are secretly (*) spies. Patton Oswalt narrates
a show set in this decade about the siblings Erica, Barry, and Adam. A show about a startup tech
company titled Halt and Catch Fire begins in this decade, as does the ABC sitcom The
Goldbergs. For 10 points, name this decade in which the Challenger disaster was broadcast live.
ANSWER: 1980s (prompt on "80s") <Golden>
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17. This singer utters a phrase meaning "Rich daddy, I need you" in a song from the Fate
of the Furious soundtrack. "Do you care?" and "Why did you leave me here to burn?" are
among the inquiries posed in this woman's single "I Have Questions." This singer sang
with Shawn Mendes on the song (*) "I Know What You Did Last Summer" and alluded to a
man who "took me back to east Atlanta" despite her heart being elsewhere in a 2017 single that
reflects her Cuban heritage. For 10 points, name this singer of "Havana" and former member of
Fifth Harmony.
ANSWER: Camila Cabello [kuh-MEE-luh kuh-BAY-yoh] (or Karla Camila Cabello Estrabao)
<Nelson>
18. Steve Ritchie, the guy who shouted "Finish Him" in Mortal Kombat, is better known for
his work in this activity. An adaptation of Humpty Dumpty introduced a major innovation
to this activity, leading to dominance by the manufacturer Gottlieb. The best-selling item
related to this activity is based on the Addams (*) Family. Most devices used in this activity
include rubber pads called kickers that deflect a certain object. The title character of The Who's
Tommy is a "wizard" at, for 10 points, what activity in which a sphere is hit with flippers?
ANSWER: pinball <Nelson>
19. One character in this movie says he thinks "that's a start" when sees a dead deer on the
side of a road, claiming they are "destroying the ecosystem." This film contains an
educational video titled Behold the Coagula. At the end of this film, a police car is revealed
to be driven by Rod, a boisterous (*) TSA agent. After curiously receiving award nominations
as a comedy, this film's creator called it a "documentary." Jordan Peele directed, for 10 points,
what 2017 horror film about a black man who meets the parents of his white girlfriend?
ANSWER: Get Out <Golden>
20. This NFL team owns a trademark to the phrase "Just win, baby." A quarterback for
this team threw a Super Bowl record five interceptions during Super Bowl XXXVII [37],
which was won by the Buccaneers. In 2017 this team added former Bills quarterback EJ (*)
Manuel and an outspoken former Seahawks running back. One end zone at this team's home
stadium is known as the "black hole," a tradition that will likely continue after this team
relocates. Las Vegas is the future home of, for 10 points, what team that employs Marshawn
Lynch and Derek Carr?
ANSWER: Oakland Raiders (accept either) <Nelson>
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1. It was 2014! We had to mention Japanese cities in our songs! We had to! For 10 points each:
[10] Featured artist Jess Glynne describes jet-setting from "Kyoto to the Bay / Strolling so
casually" and promises, "If you gave me a chance I would take it" in this Clean Bandit song that
boasts a jaunty violin intro.
ANSWER: Rather Be
[10] Iggy Azalea raps about her lavish life in this 2014 hit that claims she's "in the fast lane /
From L.A. to Tokyo."
ANSWER: Fancy
[10] "Arrival in Nara," "Nara," and "Leaving Nara" are three longing, melancholy tracks from
This Is All Yours, the second album by this English indie band behind "Tessellate" and "Left
Hand Free."
ANSWER: alt-J (accept Δlt-J) <Vopava>
2. For some reason, this team co-opted the Red Wings' octopus-throwing tradition, replacing the
object thrown to the ice with a catfish. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this NHL team based in a southern city who made an inspiring run to the 2017
Stanley Cup Finals. This team's logo depicts a saber-toothed beast.
ANSWER: Nashville Predators (accept either underlined portion)
[10] Prior to the 2016-17 season, the Predators acquired this player from the Canadiens, who is
one of the league's few star black players and among the game's top defensemen.
ANSWER: P. K. Subban (or Pernell-Karl Sylvester Subban)
[10] In the mid 1990s, Nashville was rumored to become the new home of this franchise, which
ultimately restructured and remained in New Jersey.
ANSWER: New Jersey Devils <Nelson>
3. In this book, the protagonist's sister Mary runs away to Montana and dies when her trailer
catches fire. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this young-adult novel in which Arnold Spirit Jr. experiences culture shock when he
transfers to the predominantly white Reardan High School.
ANSWER: The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian
[10] The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian was written by this Native American
author who adapted his story collection The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven into the
film Smoke Signals.
ANSWER: Sherman Alexie (or Sherman Joseph Alexie, Jr.)
[10] Much of The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven centers on a character with this
first name. This is the first name of the title scientist of a Mary Shelley novel.
ANSWER: Victor (accept Victor Joseph or Victor Frankenstein) <Golden>
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4. For 10 points each, answer the following about Daenerys Targaryen's [deh-NAIR-iss
tar-"GARY"-in's] love interests on Game of Thrones:
[10] Unaware that such a relationship is incestuous, Daenerys falls in love with this bastard
character played by Kit Harington in season seven.
ANSWER: Jon Snow (accept Aegon Targaryen; prompt on "Snow" or "Targaryen")
[10] Daenerys takes this man as her lover shortly after he helps her conquer Meereen. For no real
reason, Michiel Huisman [MEE-heel HOOSE-min] replaced Ed Skrein ["screen"] in this role
from season four onward.
ANSWER: Daario Naharis (DAR-ee-oh nah-HAR-iss) (accept either underlined portion)
[10] Xaro [ZAR-oh], who proposes to Daenerys multiple times, is sealed in his own vault by
Daenarys after he plots to kill her with the help of Pyat Pree, one of these male magic users.
ANSWER: warlocks (accept warlocks of Qarth) <Vopava>
5. For 10 points each, answer the following about the most watched videos on YouTube that
aren't music videos:
[10] One such video is the user LittleBabyBum's 3D animation of this song, about a vehicle
whose title objects "go round and round."
ANSWER: Wheels on the Bus
[10] Another non-music video to garner an enormous view count is a 2007 clip of a toddler
complaining that his baby brother took this specific action.
ANSWER: he bit his finger (accept Charlie bit my finger! or other descriptive equivalents)
[10] Two of the four most-watched non-music videos are episodes of this Russian animated TV
series about a girl who lives in a forest with a certain creature. Its episode "Recipe for Disaster"
has over 2 billion views.
ANSWER: Masha and the Bear (or Masha i Medved) <Nelson>
6. Rozonda "Chilli" Thomas sways on a giant silver swing in the music video to this song. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this song titled for a type of person who "thinks he's fly/And is also known as a
busta" and is "a guy that can't get no love from me."
ANSWER: No Scrubs
[10] "No Scrubs" was recorded by this female R&B group, who advised "stick to the rivers and
the lakes that you're used to" in the song "Waterfalls." Their members included Lisa "Left-Eye"
Lopes.
ANSWER: TLC
[10] The title of TLC's 1994 album groups this adjective with "Sexy" and "Cool." In a 2006 song
by Gnarls Barkley with this title, Cee-Lo Green sings "I remember when I lost my mind".
ANSWER: Crazy (accept CrazySexyCool) <Golden>
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7. When the cosmically talentless Uwe Boll [OOV-uh "bowl"] said he wanted to direct this film,
Blizzard Entertainment told him, "We will not sell the movie rights, not to you…especially not
to you." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2016 movie about the impossibly courageous knight Anduin Lothar.
ANSWER: Warcraft (accept Warcraft: the Beginning)
[10] Just like the original game, Warcraft depicts the bitter rivalry between these two races of
beings.
ANSWER: orcs and humans (accept answers in either order)
[10] Warcraft surpassed this 2010 film about a street urchin who finds a magic dagger as the
highest grossing movie of all time to be based on a video game.
ANSWER: Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time <Vopava>
8. In its review of this show's excellent final season, The New York Times said that it "died as it
lived: surrounded by angry blog posts." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this HBO comedy-drama series whose protagonist, Hannah Horvath, suffers from
obsessive compulsive disorder and becomes pregnant in the show's final season.
ANSWER: Girls
[10] Girls was created by this actress and writer who starred as the aforementioned Hannah.
ANSWER: Lena Dunham
[10] Girls also focuses on the lives of Hannah's three female best friends, who all have
alliterative names. Name any of them; only the first name is required.
ANSWER: Marnie (Marie) Michaels, Jessa Johansson, or Shoshanna Shapiro (accept any
underlined portion; prompt on last names) <Vopava>
9. For 10 points each, answer the following about the career of Argentinian film composer Lalo
Schifrin:
[10] Schifrin is best known for creating the iconic theme to this TV and film spy series, which
has starred Tom Cruise as Ethan Hunt in films like "Rogue Nation" and "Ghost Protocol."
ANSWER: Mission: Impossible
[10] Enter the Dragon, the first Hollywood-produced martial arts film, also featured music by
Schifrin. The film starred this Hong Kong-based actor, who died just days before the film's
premiere.
ANSWER: Bruce Lee (or Lee Jun-fan)
[10] Schifrin has worked numerous times with Clint Eastwood, including on several films about
this Eastwood character, a police officer who uses questionable and often violent tactics.
ANSWER: Dirty Harry (or Harry Callahan)
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10. For 10 points each, answer the following about the 2018 inductees to the Baseball Hall of
Fame:
[10] Chipper Jones, the highest vote-getter in the 2018 class, is one of the most successful
players to have this batting skill. Batters with this skill are, at least theoretically, difficult
matchups for both left- and right-handed pitchers.
ANSWER: switch hitter (accept reasonable equivalents describing the ability to hit from both
sides of the plate)
[10] Another inductee was San Diego Padres great Trevor Hoffman, who is one of the most
successful pitchers of this type in history.
ANSWER: closing pitcher (or closer)
[10] This excellent right-fielder, who had an uncanny ability to hit virtually any pitch, including
ones in the dirt, was elected in his second year of eligibility.
ANSWER: Vladimir (Alvino) Guerrero <Nelson>
11. The title character of this show creates a bad public-access show to try to one-up his sister,
the popular talk show host Dr. Wendi Park. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this short-lived ABC sitcom about a Korean-American physician who works for
Welltopia Medical Group.
ANSWER: Dr. Ken
[10] Dr. Ken starred this man, who actually was a doctor before becoming an actor.
ANSWER: Ken Jeong (or Kendrick Kang-Joh Jeong)
[10] Dr. Ken featured numerous guest stars, including Danny Pudi, Jim Rash, and Yvette Nicole
Brown, who co-starred with Ken Jeong on this comedy series, on which Jeong played a Spanish
teacher.
ANSWER: Community <Vopava>
12. After CERN's ATLAS experiment discovered the Higgs boson in 2012, the results were
horrifyingly presented in this font. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this font. It's probably the single most hated typeface in the world.
ANSWER: Comic Sans
[10] In this fourth-wall-breaking 2015 indie RPG, Comic Sans is exclusively used to render the
dialogue of Sans, a comical skeleton who becomes more ominous and threatening as this game
progresses.
ANSWER: Undertale
[10] Likewise, Sans's older brother in Undertale is named for, and has his dialog rendered in, this
other font, which was preposterously used by the film Avatar.
ANSWER: Papyrus <Vopava>
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13. For 10 points each, name these legendary sports broadcasters:
[10] This hall of fame football coach and broadcaster traveled in an iconic bus due to his fear of
flying. Many of his years in the booth were alongside Pat Summerall.
ANSWER: John Madden
[10] Through 2016, NBC's Olympics coverage was headed by this man, who was sidelined
during the Sochi Olympics after contracting pink eye.
ANSWER: Bob Costas (or Robert Quinlan Costas)
[10] Costas ceded the Olympic coverage role to this African American broadcaster, who called
NBA games for ESPN and occasionally fills in for Al Michaels on NBC's football coverage.
ANSWER: Mike Tirico [tih-REE-koh] (or Michael Todd Tirico) <Nelson>
14. For 10 points each, name these films whose scripts were doctored by Carrie Fisher:
[10] Fisher's first gig doctoring a script was for this 1991 Steven Spielberg film, for which Fisher
rewrote much of Julia Roberts's dialogue as Tinkerbell.
ANSWER: Hook
[10] Fisher wrote herself a role as Bianca Burnette, a former actress who is constantly mistaken
for Carrie Fisher, while script-doctoring the third film in this horror-comedy franchise starring
Neve Campbell and David Arquette.
ANSWER: Scream (accept Scream 3)
[10] One of Fisher's last rewriting gigs was on this 2005 action comedy about married spies who
are unwittingly assigned each other as a target.
ANSWER: Mr. and Mrs. Smith <Vopava>
15. A vocal shout at the beginning of this song is ostensibly meant to evoke the wail of a
barbarian. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 1970 rock song, whose singer claims "We come from the land of the ice and
snow."
ANSWER: Immigrant Song
[10] This band's third self-titled album begins with "Immigrant Song." Their follow-up album,
which is officially untitled, includes the song "Stairway to Heaven."
ANSWER: Led Zeppelin (prompt on abbreviated or partial answers)
[10] A cover of "Immigrant Song" on the soundtrack to The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo was
recorded by Trent Reznor of Nine Inch Nails and Karen O, the frontwoman of this repetitively
named indie rock band behind the song "Maps."
ANSWER: The Yeah Yeah Yeahs <Nelson>
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16. For 10 points each, answer the following about pylons:
[10] The pylons placed in each corner of a professional football field's end zones are pretty much
always this color.
ANSWER: orange
[10] The amusing phrase "You must construct additional pylons" is sometimes screamed at the
player when playing as this alien race in the StarCraft game series, in which this race is
dependent on pylons for construction.
ANSWER: Protoss
[10] The 1958 Rock Hudson film The Tarnished Angels is based on Pylon, one of the few novels
by this American author that doesn't take place in a fictional county whose largest city is
Jefferson.
ANSWER: William (Cuthbert) Faulkner <Nelson>
17. This college made its first ever Final Four appearance in 2017, a year that marked its 19th
straight appearance in the tournament. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this college based in Spokane, Washington. Its alumni include Kelly Olynyk and
Zach Collins.
ANSWER: Gonzaga University (or Gonzaga Bulldogs; prompt on "Bulldogs")
[10] Gonzaga reached the 2017 title game by defeating this SEC school, which was also making
its first Final Four appearance and had not appeared in the tournament at all since 2004. This
school's nickname is the Gamecocks.
ANSWER: University of South Carolina (accept Gamecocks)
[10] The 2016-17 Gonzaga team was without former star Domantas Sabonis, who left for the
NBA. Sabonis's father Arvydas may be the greatest player from this former Soviet republic.
ANSWER: Lithuania (or Republic of Lithuania) <Nelson>
18. This man was said to be "born on a mountaintop in Tennessee, the greenest state in the Land
of the Free." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this historical figure, who was the hero of a 1954 miniseries that became one of TV's
first big hits. The series did not depict this man’s eventual election to congress.
ANSWER: Davy Crockett (prompt on "Davy")
[10] The Davy Crockett miniseries sparked a huge fashion craze over this article of clothing.
According to its star Fess Parker, the frenzy over this thing was "bigger than anything, ever."
ANSWER: coonskin cap (accept answers identifying a hat made from raccoon skin)
[10] The show's theme song, "The Ballad of Davy Crockett," claims that Crockett "lived in the
woods so's he knew every tree" and "killed him" one of these animals "when he was only three."
ANSWER: a bear (or a b'ar) <Vopava>
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19. This song's line "The waitress is practicing politics" refers to the singer's first wife Elizabeth
Weber. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this song whose title character is asked by people at a bar to "sing us a song tonight"
because "you've got us feeling all right."
ANSWER: Piano Man
[10] Billy Joel's song "Piano Man" takes place "at nine o'clock on" this day of the week. The Bee
Gees song "Stayin' Alive" was written for a film titled for this day's "Night Fever."
ANSWER: Saturday
[10] Joel referenced "Piano Man" in this other hit song, in which the title figure states "I know
just where I stand." This song shares its name with a Scott Joplin ragtime hit.
ANSWER: The Entertainer <Golden>
20. A fact you're about to wish you hadn’t learned is that a scene in this film in which a character
eats a live octopus whole used no CGI whatsoever. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this disturbing 2003 South Korean film about Oh Dae-Su, a man seeking vengeance
on his captor after being trapped in a hotel room for 15 years.
ANSWER: Oldboy
[10] A 2013 remake of Oldboy was directed by this man, who depicted racial tensions in his
films Do the Right Thing and Malcolm X.
ANSWER: Spike Lee (or Sheldon Jackson Lee)
[10] Spike Lee's remake of Oldboy stars Elizabeth, an actress with this surname, as the nurse
Marie. Elizabeth's twin sisters, who also have this surname, played a character on Full House.
ANSWER: Olsen <Golden>

